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1. An-Shi Rebellion

The famous An-Shi Rebellion broke out in 755 CE, when An Lushan 
(安祿山), who held the offices of Military Commissioner (節度使) of Ping-
lu (平盧), Fanyang ( 陽), and Hedong (河東) simultaneously, rose against 
the Tang, professing to punish Yang Guozhong (楊國忠), a cousin of Yang 
Guifei (楊貴妃), the most favorite mistress of the Emperor Xuanzong (玄

). Quickly capturing Luoyang (洛陽), An Lushan’s army approached 
Changan (長安) the next year. Xuanzong then escaped from Changan to-
ward Sichuan (四川) following the advice of Yang Guozhong. On his way, 
with the earnest wish of the people to resist, Prince Heng (亨) separated 
from the party of Xuanzong and went to Lingwu (靈武) in Shanxi (山西), 
where he was enthroned as the seventh Emperor Suzong (肅 ). Based on 
Lingwu, Suzong commanded the counter operation against An Lushan. 
Military commanders such as Guo Ziyi (郭子義, Military Commissioner 
of Shuofang 朔方, Hexi 河西, and Longyou 隴右), Li Siye (李嗣業, Military 
Commissioner of Beiting Mobile Brigade 北 行營), and Wang Sili (王思
禮, Military Commissioner of Guannei Mobile Brigade 內行營) came 
under the command of Suzong. The Emperor designated his eldest son 
Chu (俶), the Prince of Guangping (廣平) and the future Daizong (代 ), 
to be Grand Marshal (大元帥) of those armies.2)

Various people from the northern nomads and Western people of Ira-
nian origin joined the army of An Lushan (see below). Similarly, soldiers 
from the Uighurs (Huihe 回紇), the Arabs (Dashi 大⻝),3) and Nanman (南
蠻) were enlisted in the army of the Prince of Guangping, who eventually 
succeeded in recovering Changan and Luoyang. The presence of Arab 
soldiers in this army has been referred to several times in relation with 
the origin of Chinese Muslims. Zhang Chengzhi describes the situation 
as follows:
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 For suppressing the rebellion, the Tang dynasty asked for help from 
Arabs and others. After the rebellion was over, these foreign soldiers 
remained in China. The Tang granted a place called Shayuan (沙
 ), south of Changan, as a special settlement for them. Since then, 

this Shayuan has been a home for the Hui (回) people who believe in 
Islam. (Zhang 1993: 15)

Here Zhang regards the Arab soldiers who came to China at that time 
as the remote ancestors of Chinese Muslims. It is well known that in 751, 
about four years before the An-Shi Rebellion, the Tang army led by Gen-
eral Gao Xianzhi (高仙 ) and the ‘AbbΣsid army led by ZiyΣd b. S.Σlih. 
fought each other on the Talas river, and the former was completely de-
feated. Then, who were those Arabs who fought for the sake of the Tang 
Emperor under such circumstances? To the best of my knowledge, there 
is no detailed examination of this question which is of special interest in 
regard to the migrations and relocations of people between the East and 
West in the eighth century. Besides, the propriety of the assertion that 
those Arabs remained around Changan and became the remote ancestors 
of the Hui people should be considered only after the identity of those Ar-
abs is somehow clarified. This paper will discuss who those Arabs really 
were by re-examining the Chinese sources and the political circumstances 
surrounding Arabs in the corresponding period.

2. Soldiers

(1) Dashi in China

Unfortunately, the description of Zhang cited above does not contain 
a reference. It is probable, however, that he based it on the following 
statement of Yang Huaizhong:

 In the 14th year of Tianbao (755), An Lushan rebelled against the 
Emperor, and two capitals (Changan and Luoyang) successively fell 
to him. In the first year of Zhide (756) of Suzong’s era, the ‘AbbΣsid 
Caliph al-Mans.πr sent an army to China responding to the request 
of the Chinese Emperor. The army helped Suzong to suppress the 
rebellion and recover both the Western Capital (Changan) and the 
Eastern Capital (Luoyang). This army remained in China after the 
rebellion was over and the soldiers got married and settled down. 
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(Yang Huaizhong 1982: 118)

The sources for Yang are the description of Dashi in Jiu Tangshu, the ac-
count of Suzong in Xin Tangshu, and Cefu Yuangui. The description of Dashi 
in Jiu Tangshu reads:

 In the first year of Zhide, an envoy [from Dashi] arrived with the trib-
utes. [The future] Daizong was designated as Grand Marshal around 
that time and he won over the two capitals employing the army from 
that country (Dashi). (Jiu Tangshu Vol. 198, p. 5316; also in Tang Huiyao 
Vol. 100, p. 1790)

The same account is found in the description of Dashi in Xin Tangshu (Vol. 
221b). The account of Suzong in Jiu Tangshu says:

 On the day of Dinghai (丁 ) of the ninth month of the second year 
of Zhide (29th, October, 757), the Prince of Guangping, the Grand 
Marshal, proceeded to the east and defeated the rebels, commanding 
about two hundred thousand soldiers from Shuofang, Anxi, Huihe, 
Nanman, and Dashi. On the day of Renyin (壬寅) [of the same month]
(13th, November, 757), the Prince’s army fought against the rebel 
army led by the commanders An Shouzhong (安守忠) and Li Guiren 
( 李歸仁) to the northwest of Xiangji-si temple (香積寺), and won over 
the enemy, killing sixty thousand of them. Zhang Tongru (張通儒), 
another commander of the rebels, abandoned the capital (Changan) 
and fled to the east. On the day of Guimao (癸卯) (14th, November), 
the Prince of Guangpin recovered Changan. (Jiu Tangshu Vol. 10, p. 
247)

The account of Suzong in Xin Tangshu reads:

 On the day of Jiayin (甲寅) of the intercalary month of the second 
year of Zhide (26th, September, 757),4) An Qingxu (安 緖) plun-
dered Haozhi (好畤) but was defeated by Li Guangjin (李光進), the 
Military Commissioner of Weibei (渭北). On the day of Dingmao ( 丁
卯) (9th, October, 757), Chu, the Prince of Guangpin, was designat-
ed as Grand Marshal. Being supported by Guo Ziyi, he defeated An 
Qingxu with the soldiers from Shuofang, Anxi, Huihe, Nanman, and 
Dashi. (Xin Tangshu Vol. 6, p. 158)
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The account of Daizong in Xin Tangshu is more detailed:

 Although Suzong had already been enthroned and Guo Ziyi and oth-
ers were about to attack An Qingxu, the decisive victory had not yet 
been gained. In Qi (岐), Suzong designated the Prince of Guangpin 
as Grand Marshal in the ninth month of the second year of Zhide, 
and ordered the Prince to advance with about two hundred thousand 
soldiers from Shuofang, Anxi, Huihe, Nanman, and Dashi. All the of-
ficers came out of the palace to see them off. The Prince dismounted 
from his horse when he passed the gate of the palace, walked through 
the Muma Gate (木馬 ), and mounted on his horse again. Li Siye, 
the Military Commissioner of Anxi and Beiding Mobile Brigade was 
in command of the Army of the Front, while Guo Ziyi, the Military 
Commissioner of Shuofang, Hexi, and Longyou was in command of 
the Middle, and Wang Sili, the Military Commissioner of Guannei 
Mobile Brigade, of the Rear. They were camped at Shangji-si tem-
ple. They defeated the rebel commander An Shouzong and killed 
sixty thousand enemies. The rebel commander Zhang Tongru was in 
charge of the defense of Changan, but on hearing of the defeat of An 
Shouzhong, abandoned the city and fled to the east. The Prince finally 
recovered the capital. He made Wang Sili stay there, and advanced 
to the east with a large army. An Qingxu dispatched his commander 
Yanzhuang (嚴 ) to hold them off in Shanzhou (陝州). Daizong, Ziyi, 
and Siye fought with the enemy at Shanxi and crushed them. Qingxu 
fled to Hebei (河北). [Daizong] recovered Luoyang as well. (Xin Tang-
shu Vol. 6, p. 166)

The account in Cefu Yuangui, which is slightly different, reads:

 In the ninth month of the second year of Zhide, …the Prince of Guang-
pin, the Grand Marshal, commanding one hundred and fifty thou-
sand soldiers from Shuofang, Anxi, the Uighurs, and Dashi, intended 
to recover Changan. …On the day of Guimao (14th, November, 757), 
the Prince of Guangpin, the Grand Marshal, entered into Changan 
with his marshaled army. Pugu Huaien (僕固懷恩), the Commander 
of the Middle Army, passed through the south of the capital with the 
armies of Huihe, Nanman, and Dashi, and set up camp at the east of 
the Chanshui ( 水) river. On the day of Renxu (壬戌)5) of the tenth 
month (3rd, December), the Prince finally recovered Luoyang. (Cefu 
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Yuangui Vol. 973, p. 11434)

What should be noted here is that all the “authoritative” sources unan-
imously mention the presence of Dashi/Arabs in the army of the Prince of 
Guangpin, i.e., the main force of the Emperor’s army.

There are interesting accounts in Zizhi Tongjian which read:

 Though he already had secured the soldiers of Shuofang in his com-
mand, the Emperor Suzong wanted to reinforce his army by borrow-
ing soldiers from abroad. Thus, he installed Chengcai (承寀), son of 
Shouli (守禮), the Prince of Bin (豳), as the Prince of Dunhuang (敦煌) 
and sent him with Pugu Huaien as an embassy to Huihe to ask for re-
inforcements. Besides, recruitment was carried out in FarghΣna, and 
messengers went around the principalities [in the West] to encourage 
the people to enlist in the army with good rewards. Those people 
[from the West] arrived with the army of Anxi. (Zizhi Tongjian Vol. 
218, p. 6998)

 The Emperor was informed that the soldiers from Anxi, Beiding, 
FarghΣna, and Dashi had arrived up to Liangzhou (涼州) and Shan-
shan ( 善). (Zizhi Tongjian Vol. 219, p. 7014)

In short, on the request of Suzong for reinforcements, soldiers of Anxi, 
Beiding, the Uighurs, and FarghΣna, had arrived and Dashi/Arabs were 
with them. A couple of interesting points come out of these accounts: 1) 
The Arabs came not through the maritime route, but the overland route, 
as they arrived with the soldiers of Anxi, Beiding, and FarghΣna. 2) Su-
zong did not make any direct request for aid to the Arabs. 3) There is no 
mention of sending reinforcements to China by the ‘AbbΣsid Caliph. The 
first point may allow us to safely assume that the point of departure of the 
Arab soldiers was somewhere in Central Asia or KhurΣsΣn at the furthest. 
The second and third points directly concern who were those Arab sol-
diers, and this will be discussed in detail later in this paper.

(2) The Battle on the Talas river

Then, the relation between the Tang and the Arabs in the mid-eighth 
century is to be examined. As mentioned above, the armies of both par-
ties fought each other on the Talas river in 751, and the Tang army was 
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crushed partly because of the betrayal of the Karluqs. The general Gao 
Xianzhi made a narrow escape with a few soldiers and reached Changan 
(Jiu Tangshu Vol. 109). At first glance, it seems strange that under such 
circumstances the Tang asked for help from the Arabs and that the latter 
responded. However, Shinji Maejima, criticizing the “traditional” view of 
considering this battle as critical for deciding which of the two superpow-
ers in the East and the West would hold the hegemony over Central Asia, 
considers the battle not as a result of a planned and prepared operation, 
but as an accidental encounter between two parties, which had no signifi-
cant influence on the subsequent events in Central Asia (Maejima 1971: 
192). It is true that Cefu Yuangui records the frequent visits of the embassies 
from Dashi or heiyi Dashi (黑衣大⻝ “Arabs in black garments”) to the Tang 
court immediately after the Battle on the Talas. Remarkably, four em-
bassies sent by Dashi were recorded in 753. Deducing the situation from 
these frequent visits, KΩdΩ Tasaka considers that the relation between the 
Tang and the Arabs was not hindered by the Battle on the Talas, but was 
rather favorable even after the battle, and he tries to explain the reinforc-
ing with Arab soldiers in that context (Tasaka 1964: 44–50).

Nevertheless, relations between the Tang and the ‘AbbΣsids do not 
seem to have been as uniformly good as Tasaka assumes, but more tan-
gled. Yuri Karev recently has discussed that Abπ Muslim, the governor 
general of the ‘AbbΣsids in the east, intended to make a further invasion 
into China after the victory, and prepared for that (Karev 2002: 22). That 
being the case, one can not simply conclude that the embassy from Dashi 
was the “official” embassy of the Caliph, or that the Arab reinforcement 
to China was sent by the Caliph, without examining the state of affairs in 
the eastern territory of the ‘AbbΣsids. Thus, in the next section, we will 
have a general look over the West.

3. Rebels

(1) The ‘AbbΣsid Revolution

What happened in the Islamic world during the period from the Bat-
tle on the Talas to the outbreak of the An-Shi Rebellion? To say nothing 
of the statement of Yang Huaizhong cited above, even Maejima and Ta-
saka, seemingly being affected by the signal victory of the Arabs, have not 
given sufficient consideration to the circumstances of the Arab side after 
the battle. As a matter of fact, in the first half of the 750’s, the ‘AbbΣsid 
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dynasty seems to have had little scope for lending military support to 
China, being confronted with a fateful crisis of its own immediately after 
its establishment.

After more than twenty years of preparation, the anti-Umayyad move-
ment, or the ‘AbbΣsid Revolution, went into full-scale operation when Abπ 
Muslim, an ‘AbbΣsid dΣ‘∏ in KhurΣsΣn, raised a black banner in Marw in 
747. After only three years, the last Umayyad Caliph MarwΣn b. Muh.am-
mad was captured and killed in Egypt, which signaled the appearance of 
the new dynasty in the Islamic world. This “revolution” had been based 
in KhurΣsΣn from its very early stage. Abπ Muslim, a central figure of the 
movement, gathered his forces there. This army provided the movement 
with a strong driving force, which contributed to the final success of the 
“revolution.”6)

However, the state of affairs in KhurΣsΣn at the time of the “revolu-
tion” was fairly complicated. According to Elton J. Daniel (1979), there 
were various groups of people involved in the movement. The Sh∏‘ites (or 
the ‘Al∏ds) originally had close relations with it. As is observed in the tra-
dition which says that, in the beginning of the eighth century, the imΣma 
was transferred to Muh.ammad b. ‘Al∏ of the ‘AbbΣsids from the ‘Al∏d Abπ 
HΣshim, the “revolution” took its first step when the ‘AbbΣsids joined 
hands with the HΣshimites, i.e., the radical Sh∏‘ites. Then, people such as 
the Arabs who were not content with the rule of the Umayyads and the 
superiority of the Syrian army, the Iranian dihqΣns who disliked the Arabs’ 
rule, other Iranians who still did not have a predilection for Islam, and the 
lower class Arab peasants7) participated in the movement and constituted 
the Revolutionary KhurΣsΣn∏ Army. It is well known that the ‘AbbΣsids 
utilized the Sh∏‘ite propaganda in vague terms. They did not explicitly 
disclose the name of the ImΣm who should replace the position of the 
Umayyad Caliph, so all the groups in the movement assumed that the 
choice of Imam was as they themselves wished, and fought for establish-
ing ideal societies of their own. When the Umayyads were overthrown, 
however, the newly established dynasty was different from that desired 
by each group other than the ‘AbbΣsids. The Sh∏‘ites especially had a 
deep discontent with the establishment of a dynasty by the ‘AbbΣsids, 
who were not the descendants of ‘Al∏.

As early as 750–51, the anti-‘AbbΣsid revolt broke out in BukhΣrΣ by 
Shar∏k b. Shaykh al-Mahr∏, who had participated in the “revolution.” He 
is said to have collected more than thirty thousand people from the Arab 
settlers in BukhΣrΣ, demanding rule by the ‘Al∏d imΣm. Abπ Muslim or-
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dered ZiyΣd b. S.Σlih.  to suppress the revolt. ZiyΣd could gain the coopera-
tion of BukhΣr KhudΣ and successfully settled the situation, after which 
he was to advance toward the Talas river (T.abar∏: vii, 459–460; Ya‘qπb∏: 
ii, 425; Narshakh∏: 86–89; Williams 1985: 197; Frye 1954: 62–65; Daniel 
1979: 88–89; Karev 2002: 8–11).

Though not having actually broken out like Shar∏k’s revolt, there 
were many other potential threats for the ‘AbbΣsids, such as ShaybΣn, 
who was the KhΣrij∏ and had fled to KhurΣsΣn; B∏hΣfar∏d, who is said 
to have aimed for the reconciliation of Zoroastorianism with Islam; Abπ 
KhΣlid, a follower of KhidΣsh who once had been a dΣ‘∏ of the ‘AbbΣsids 
and made an anti-Islamic da‘wa; and Ibn Mu‘Σwiya of the ‘Al∏ds. Most of 
them had fought with the Umayyads in cooperation with the ‘AbbΣsids, 
but they were strenuously eliminated (Daniel 1979: 78–92).

(2) Abπ Muslim

These operations for the centralization of power under the ‘AbbΣsids 
by eliminating explicit and implicit enemies, were conducted chiefly 
by Abπ Muslim, who thereby gained unparalleled power. He originally 
had been entrusted with the task of da‘wa in KhurΣsΣn by IbrΣh∏m b. 
Muh.ammad b. ‘Al∏ al-‘AbbΣs∏. The actual origin of Abπ Muslim was ob-
scure. Some said that he was a descendant of certain Sasanian nobles, 
but others related that he was a mawΣl∏ of slave origin.8) Unexpectedly, 
IbrΣh∏m died just before the final victory over the Umayyads, which con-
sequently made Abπ Muslim the most powerful figure in the movement, 
being enthusiastically supported by the KhurΣsΣn∏ army and people. He 
was substantially “the king of KhurΣsΣn” until he was murdered in 755. 
He held power to appoint and dismiss all the offices, and he issued his 
own coins, over which no restriction could be exercised even by the Ca-
liphs.

The biggest obstacle for the Caliphs to purging Abπ Muslim was his 
military force and the strong support for him by KhurΣsΣn∏s. Abπ Ja‘far 
Mans.πr, the future Caliph, strove to exclude Abπ Muslim from the front 
stage. In 752–53, the Caliphate succeeded in inspiring ZiyΣd b. S.Σlih., the 
victor of the Battle on the Talas and the governor of BukhΣrΣ, to revolt 
against Abπ Muslim, through SibΣ’ b. Nu‘mΣn, a retainer of Abπ Muslim. 
However, Abπ Muslim rushed to BukhΣrΣ from Marw commanding his 
army, successfully suppressed the revolt and killed ZiyΣd. Being informed 
of the failure of the plot, the Caliphate then enticed ‘∞sΣ b. MΣhΣn to 
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revolt against Abπ Muslim by promising him the office of the governor 
of KhurΣsΣn. ‘∞sΣ was a retainer of Abπ DΣ’ud, the governor of Balkh, 
and was in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr at that time to suppress the revolt. However, 
soon he too was killed by Abπ DΣ’ud (T.abar∏: vii, 466–67; Williams 1985: 
205–208; Karev 2002: 25–26).

In 754, Abπ Muslim travelled to the west for the pilgrimage. Inci-
dentally, ‘AbdullΣh, the uncle of the Caliph and the governor of Syria, 
revolted against the Caliph and Abπ Muslim was entrusted to suppress 
him. After his victory over the rebels, he was invited to the military camp 
of the Caliph al-Mans.πr, where the “king of KhurΣsΣn” was arrested and 
eventually executed.

(3) Sep∏d jΣmegΣn and baiyi

After the execution of Abπ Muslim in 755, the situation in KhurΣsΣn 
and MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr became more confused. Anti-‘AbbΣsid revolts9) 
successively broke out there. Some of the rebels had once responded to 
the da‘wa of the ‘AbbΣsids and fought against the Umayyads. The partici-
pants in each revolt varied in motivation and aim. Some of them were the 
ghulΣt,10) others were motivated by “popular” sentiment. Even those who 
had an anti-Islamic outlook, rejecting religious duties and practices and 
encouraging polyandry, were involved.11)

In the beginning of 756, only two months after the death of Abπ Mus-
lim, SunbΣdh the magi revolted in NishΣpπr. Almost one hundred thou-
sand people gathered and the rebel army captured not only NishΣpπr but 
also Qπmis and Rayy. The Caliph al-Mans.πr ordered Jahwar b. al-MirrΣr 
al-‘Ijl∏ to suppress the revolt. SunbΣdh declared that he would avenge the 
death of Abπ Muslim on the ‘AbbΣsids. He proclaimed that Abπ Mus-
lim actually had not died but was hiding in a secret place with Mazdak 
and Mahd∏ waiting for the Advent (T.abar∏: vii, 495; Ya‘qπb∏: ii, 441–442; 
Niz.Σm al-Mulk: 279–281; McAuliffe 1995: 44–45).

Similarly, other revolts also rallied those who were discontent with the 
‘AbbΣsid rule, by appealing for revenge for Abπ Muslim, or proclaiming 
he was the imΣm. Having a sense of impending crisis, al-Mans.πr employed 
a harsh repressive policy. As a result, those rebels shifted their sphere of 
activities to the east, i.e., the frontier region of the Islamic world at that 
period. Ibn al-Nad∏m relates as follows:
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 Among the creeds which developed in KhurΣsΣn after [the establish-
ment of] IslΣm, there was that of Muslim∏ya. They were followers of 
Abπ Muslim, who believed in his imamate and declared that he was 
alive and prospering. When al-Mans.πr killed Abπ Muslim, he caused 
his propaganda agents and adherents loyal to him to flee to the fron-
tiers of the land. (Ibn al-Nad∏m: 408; Dodge 1970: 822–823)

It is also read in Mujmal al-TawΣr∏kh wa al-Qis.as. :

 There was no child for Abπ Muslim but two daughters, one of whom 
was FΣt.ima, and the other was AsmΣ’ bt. Abπ Muslim. In the reign of 
al-Mans.πr, a group of bΣt.in∏ appeared in KhurΣsΣn. This sect could 
rally people. They carried out their da‘wa in many places. al-Mans.πr 
ordered that they be killed wherever they were found. (Mujmal: 328–
329)

Fleeing from the repression of the Caliphate, ghulΣt, Khurram∏ya/
Muslim∏ya, and other rebel people moved to MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr. In 755–
56, a person called Ish.Σq is said to have spread the teaching of Muslim∏ya 
among the Turks. Probably as a consequence of this activity, a certain 
BarΣz revolted at Marw in 757–58 (Ibn al-Nad∏m: 408; Dodge 1970: 822–
823). In 767, UstΣdhs∏s revolted at HerΣt rallying almost three hundred 
thousand people (T.abar∏: viii, 29–32; Ya‘qπb∏: ii, 457; Kennedy 1990: 
44–49).

These movements attained their zenith in the revolt of al-Muqanna‘. 
It is usually explained that his revolt started in 777, however, he seems to 
have been active from about 759 (Daniel 1979: 138). He rejected prayer 
and the fasting. He required his adherents to accept that only he was the 
imΣm.12) Consequently, his teaching became a kind of shelter for those 
who were suppressed by the ‘AbbΣsids, which contributed in expanding 
the influence of al-Muqanna‘ in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr. Turkish nomads also 
participated in the revolt. The adherents and supporters of al-Muqanna‘ 
were clothed in white against the ‘AbbΣsid color black, and were called 
mubayyida, or sep∏d jΣmegΣn (‘those who wear white garments’) (T.abar∏: viii, 
135; Narshakh∏: 89–104; Gard∏z∏: 277–280; Niz.Σm al-Mulk: 310–311; 
Kennedy 1990: 196–197; Frye 1954: 65–76).13) The white garments and 
white banner were believed to be the symbol of the Umayyads and could 
have helped to win over the anti-‘AbbΣsid sentiments in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr 
to the side of the muqanna‘∏ (Cf. Daniel 1979: 86). Even when Ish.Σq was 
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preaching in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr (see above), anti-‘AbbΣsid people were said 
to have been clothed in white. Abπ DΣ’ud, who succeeded to the position 
of the governor of KhurΣsΣn after the death of Abπ Muslim, was mur-
dered in 756–57. Gard∏z∏ relates that it was sep∏d jΣmegΣn who murdered 
Abπ DΣ’ud (Gard∏z∏: 273).14) This would mean that as early as the second 
half of the 750’s, the people called sep∏d jΣmegΣn were active.

There is an interesting record found in Cefu Yuangui:

 In the twelfth month of the first year of Shanyuan (January, 761), 
an audience was granted to eighteen embassies including Poyeshi 
(婆謁使), the ambassador of baiyi ( 衣, white garment). (Vol. 971, p. 
11414)

Yang Huaizhong considers this Poyeshi as an ambassador from the Ca-
liphate of Cordoba (Yang 1982: 115). Tasaka assumes that heiyi was erro-
neously recorded as baiyi here, as there is little probability of an embassy 
from the Caliphate of Cordoba to China (Tasaka 1964: 346). Tasaka may 
be right in pointing out the possibility of some kind of error here, how-
ever, juxtaposing this baiyi with sep∏d jΣmegΣn is tempting. H. A. R. Gibb 
suggests that not a small proportion of the embassies from Dashi to China 
were actually dispatched not by the Caliph himself but by the governor 
of KhurΣsΣn in the name of the Caliph (Gibb 1921–23: 621). For instance, 
among the four embassies which arrived in China in 753, embassies dis-
patched by Abπ Muslim, who was substantially “king of KhurΣsΣn,” could 
have been included, as four embassies were too many. T.abar∏ records 
the tradition that when Qutayba b. Muslim made an expedition into 
FarghΣna (probably in 713), the general sent an embassy to the Chinese 
Emperor (T.abar∏: vi, 501). Gibb supposes that the practice of sending 
embassies to China by the governor of KhurΣsΣn was inherited by the 
later governors (Gibb 1921–23: 621). As a matter of fact, Karev identi-
fies Xieduo Hemi (謝多訶密) of heiyi Dashi, who is recorded in Cefu Yuan-
gui (Vol. 975, p. 11458) as a sender of the embassy in January 753, with 
Sa‘∏d b. H. umayd, who was entrusted the governorship of T.arΣz (Talas) by 
Abπ Muslim at that time (Karev 2002: 23).15) Then, if we consider the fact 
that most of the anti-‘AbbΣsid revolts which broke out in KhurΣsΣn and 
MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr after 755 utilized the figure of Abπ Muslim as a means 
of justifying themselves, and that their leaders proclaimed themselves to 
be his successors,16) it is possible that embassies from those people were 
included among those dispatched thereafter. It seems to be, on the other 
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hand, difficult to connect the embassy from baiyi in 760 directly with the 
revolt of al-Muqanna‘, as the latter established his power later than 760. 
Nevertheless, as described above, there could be people called sep∏d 
jΣmegΣn already in the second half of the 750’s. Therefore, the present 
author rather hesitates to discard the record of baiyi in Cefu Yuangui as a 
simple error.

However, even if the connection between baiyi and sep∏d jΣmegΣn is 
put aside, one can no more simply assume that all of the embassies from 
Dashi to China were sent by the Caliphs, nor that the Arab soldiers who 
arrived in China were “regulars” sent by the Caliph, considering the state 
of affairs in the eastern territory of the ‘AbbΣsids in the first half of the 
750’s; that is, there were two centers of power, in ‘IrΣq and in KhurΣsΣn, 
until the death of Abπ Muslim, and numerous anti-‘AbbΣsid revolts broke 
out in KhurΣsΣn thereafter. In the next section, the identity of those Arab 
soldiers is discussed.

4. Exiles and mercenaries

Unfortunately, to date, we have no direct evidence indicating the 
identity of those Arab soldiers. Still, it is possible to discuss the milieux 
which could enable those Arabs to appear in the political and military 
scene in the mid eighth century China; namely, the presence of irregular 
Arabs in Central Asia, the implications of the soldiers from FarghΣna, and 
the Eurasian-wide influence of Central Asian chΣkar, which has recently 
been brought to light.

(1) Arabs in Central Asia

As was mentioned above, examining the situation of MΣ warΣ’ al-
nahr after the Battle on the Talas and up to the murder of Abπ Muslim, 
Karev suggests that Abπ Muslim intended further expansion to the east, 
by firmly installing the governor Sa‘∏d b. H. umayd and a garrison at T.arΣz 
(Karev 2002: 22–24). Thus, it can not be completely excluded that a part 
of such forces were sent to China in 757 by the order of Caliph al-Mans.πr, 
who by that time became an autocrat in the Islamic world. However, as 
Karev also points out, Sa‘∏d seems to have been dismissed sometime after 
755, and we know nothing about the fate of the military post on the Talas 
river thereafter. Thus, the present author is rather skeptical of the hypoth-
esis that any substantial rule by the Caliphate continued in such a remote 
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region after the death of Abπ Muslim, especially when we consider the 
turbulence in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr which eventually lead to the revolt of al-
Muqanna‘.

Instead, what should be noted here is that the Arab soldiers came to 
China in the very period when the activity of ghulΣt people in the west 
was appreciably vigorous. Gibb refers to the arrival of these Arab soldiers 
in China while giving a general description of the Chinese records on 
Arabs in the Umayyad period. Pointing out that there is little mention 
in the Islamic sources of the military activities of the Arabs, which are 
mentioned in the Chinese sources, in the first half of the eighth century, 
Gibb assumes that those records in the Chinese sources could be related 
not to the regular army of the Arabs but to the mercenaries or the people 
who had fled from the Umayyad territory. It is reported in the account of 
Xieyu (謝 ) in Xin Tangshu:

 Various people of Turk, Jibin ( 賓), and Tuhuoluo (吐火羅/
TokhΣristΣn) origin reside in this country (Xieyu). [The king of] Jibin 
arms their youth for defending themselves against Dashi. (Vol. 221, p. 
6253)

Here Xieyu stands for ZΣbulistΣn in Eastern Afghanistan and Jibin de-
notes the area around the mid-high valley of the Kabul river. Gibb sup-
poses that the Arabs who participated in the revolt by Ibn al-Ash‘ath, who 
was defeated and killed in 702, could have fled under rtbyl, the king of 
ZΣbulistΣn. He suggests that those Arabs were part of the people of the 
Jibin mentioned in the above report of the Xing Tangshu and that they were 
included in the army of Jibin when it fought against other Arabs marching 
from S∏stΣn. Gibb further discusses that the Arabs who appear in the fol-
lowing account of the Zizhi Tongjian must have been mercenaries:

 [In the seventh month of the fifth year of Kaiyuan (August, 717)] 
Tang Jiahui (湯嘉惠), the Vice Protector-general of Anxi reported to 
the Emperor that the Türgish had besieged Bohuan (鉢換) and Dashi 
(大石) castles, together with the Arabs and the Tibetans (吐 ) aiming 
at seizing all of the Four Garrisons. (Vol. 211, p. 6728)

From this example, Gibb deduces that the Arab soldiers who came to 
China at the time of the An-Shi Rebellion were not from a regular army 
despatched by the Caliph but a group of Arabs who were attracted by the 
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Emperor’s promise of good rewards (Gibb 1921–23: 614–619).
Gibb’s understanding of the account of Xin Tangshu cited above is 

based on that of Josef Marquart, which is no more creditable, and it is 
difficult to agree with Gibb’s position on the relation between Jibin and 
Xieyu (Cf. Inaba 1991). Still, his assertion of the various activities of the 
Arabs other than the regular army, seems to get the point. The present au-
thor accepts the supposition of Gibb as to the identity of the Arab soldiers 
in question, to which the other supporting instance can be cited from the 
account of Nanzhao (南詔) in Xin Tangshu:

 In the spring of the seventeenth year [of Zhenyuan] (Spring of 801), 
[the joint army of the Tang and Nanshao], after crossing the Lüshui 
(濾水) river at night, made an attack on the camp of Lu (虜=Tibet-
ans) and killed five hundred enemies. The Tibetans tried to defend 
themselves at Luwei mountain (鹿危山) but Du Piluo (杜毘羅), [a gen-
eral of Nanzhao] ambushed them and gave a crushing defeat to the 
Tibetans. At this time, all the Tibetan commanders as well as the 
soldiers from Kangguo (康國=Samarqand) and the heiyi Dashi, sur-
rendered. Twenty thousand armed enemies were killed. (Vol. 222, p. 
6277)

JitsuzΩ Kuwabara supposes that those soldiers from Samarqand and the 
Arabs could have been captives caught by the Tibetans during the war-
fares in Central Asia (Kuwabara 1968: 289–290). Some of them could 
have been mercenaries as Gibb suggests. In any case, this is at least an 
instance of the Arab soldiers other than the regular army of the Caliph.

As was discussed above, the Emperor Suzong tried to gain reinforce-
ments from the West. He despatched an envoy to the Uighurs, ordered 
the recruitments in FarghΣna, as well as in chengguo zhuguo (城郭諸國), 
which were the City States and small principalities in the West.17) As a 
result, the soldiers belonging to Anxi and Beiding Protectorates, the sol-
diers recruited in FarghΣna, and the Arab soldiers arrived. This sequence 
of the events indicates that, differing from the soldiers of the Uighurs 
and those from FarghΣna who were designated from the outset, the Arab 
soldiers came to China on their own, attracted by the high rewards.18) 
As Gibb rightly supposes, this kind of soldiers can not be a regular army 
dispatched by the Caliph.
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(2) FarghΣna

Another point deserving the attention is that the Arab soldiers came 
together with the soldiers of FarghΣna. In the beginning of the eighth 
century, there were two kingdoms in FarghΣna, one of which is reported 
to be Turkish ruled to the north of the Syr Darya, while the other to be 
Iranian to the south of the river.19) According to Zizhi Tongjian (Vol. 211), 
around 715, the Arabs and the Tibetans supported A Liaoda (阿了逹), 
who was the Iranian king, and made a joint attack against the Turkish 
king of northern FarghΣna. The latter fled to Anxi Protectorate to ask for 
the help. The Chinese army advanced from Kucha and defeated A Liao-
da. As a result, the Syr Darya seems to have become the border between 
two kingdoms (Cf. Maejima 1971: 155–159).

It was FarghΣna which actually triggered the Battle on the Talas.20) 
According to Ibn al-Ath∏r, Ikhsh∏d, the king of FarghΣna sought a help 
from the Tang because of the conflict between him and the king of ShΣsh 
(Tashkent). The Tang dispatched a large army to attack ShΣsh and the 
latter was urged to surrender, which eventually caused the expedition of 
ZiyΣd b. S.Σlih. (Ibn al-Ath∏r: v, 449). Zizhi Tongjian also relates:

 Gao Xianzhi captured the king of Shiguo (石國, Tashkent). The prince 
of Shiguo escaped and went around the City States in xiyu (西域) to 
appeal to them for a help censuring for Xianzhi’s deceit and rapac-
ity. All of those states felt indignation [against Xianzhi] and secretly 
became allied with the Arabs to attack the Four Garrisons. Being in-
formed of this, Xianzhi decided to attack the Arabs with an army 
of thirty thousand Chinese and non-Chinese soldiers. They marched 
more than seven hundred li to the west and reached the city of Talas, 
where they encountered the Arab army. (Vol. 216, p. 6907)

Thus, the intervention of the Tang in the conflict between FarghΣna and 
ShΣsh, was a direct cause of the battle. Needless to say, Ikhsh∏d men-
tioned by Ibn al-Ath∏r was identical with the Turkish king of the northern 
FarghΣna.21) At the beginning of 750, the Tang still exercised a kind of su-
zerainty over the northern FarghΣna, which must have been a reason why 
Suzong specifically designated FarghΣna as a place where soldiers were to 
be levied. In addition, it could also be implied that FarghΣna was execut-
ed to repay the aid provided by the Tang for the conflict with ShΣsh.

As was discussed above, a various kinds of revolts broke out in the 
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‘AbbΣsid territory in the second half of the 750’s. Most of them were put 
down and the consequent repression by the ‘AbbΣsids forced the remain-
ing rebels to move eastward, i.e., to KhurΣsΣn and MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr. From 
the number of the participants in those revolts, one can deduce that the 
number of such refugees could still have been large, and a considerable 
portion of those people might have come to FarghΣna, referring to the 
fact that the propaganda was spread by Ish.Σq to the Turkish region which 
was most probably the valley of the Syr Darya. According to Daniel, there 
were a lot of Turks who participated in the revolt of al-Muqanna‘ and 
some sources calls him “the king of FarghΣna and the Turks,” which sug-
gests the strong connection of ghulΣt/sep∏d jΣmegΣn with FarghΣna (Daniel 
1979: 139). Combined with Gibb’s assumption about the activities of ir-
regular Arabs on the eastern frontier of the Islamic world, the revolts in 
the ‘AbbΣsid territory could reveal the background of the account of Zizhi 
Tongjian concerning the reinforcements from the West. The Emperor’s 
request for reinforcements was directed toward FarghΣna and adjacent 
City States in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr. The rebels who had been repelled by the 
‘AbbΣsids had just entered those regions and some of them were likely to 
have advanced to the east together with the soldiers levied in FarghΣna. 
It should be noted here that the nine States of MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr, together 
with Tuhouluo Yabghu Wunaduo (吐火羅 烏那多), eventually sent 
reinforcements in August, 758. The Emperor ordered them to join the 
Shuofang Mobile Brigade (Cefu Yuangui Vol. 973, p. 11434). The Arabs 
were more than one year ahead of the army from MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr. This 
may imply that the Arab soldiers could respond instantly to the request of 
the Emperor, because they had already been in FarghΣna and were ready 
and even willing to move eastwards, probably being attracted by good 
rewards or seeking a new field of activity.22)

(3) ChΣkars

Given that the Arab soldiers who arrived in China were such people, 
there were grounds for accepting them on the Tang’s side, more precisely, 
in the region where East Asia and Central Asia join. It is on this part of 
Eurasia that recent research has brought about a new perspective.

Previously, Michio Tanigawa, comparing the components of the 
rebel army and of the Tang army, pointed out that amongst the most im-
portant forces for the former was the yelouhe (曳 河) corps consisting of 
Qidan ( 丹), Xi (奚), Tongluo (同羅), and Shiwei (室韋), eight thousand 
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in number. They were loyal troops, being “adopted sons (假子 jiazhi)” of 
An Lushan. Étienne de la Vaissière pays special attention to the soldiers 
called Zhejie (柘羯/赭羯), or Zhije (拓羯), in the army of An Lushan, and 
identifies them with the chΣkar, a kind of mercenary, broadly observed 
in Sogdiana in the 7th and the 8th centuries (la Vaissière 2007: 59 ff.). 
As to this Sogdian chΣkar, Beckwith (1984) already had pointed out that 
the ‘AbbΣsid Caliph al-Ma’mπn and al-Mu‘tas.im adopted the use of such 
military personnel and composed a corps which was a prototype of the 
military slave system known as mamlπk. Then, la Vaissière has successfully 
juxtaposed that noteworthy military system of the Islamic world with that 
of China by placing Sogdian chΣkar as a link between them, and observes 
the common feature of incorporating those soldiers within their masters’ 
extended family. As a matter of fact, Moriyasu suggests that yelouhe was a 
rendering of chΣkar in the language of Khitai (Moriyasu 2002: 129–130, 
n.19).

On the other hand, the Sogdians who settled down on the northwest-
ern frontier of the Tang and adopted some nomadic customs have been 
described as Sogdian-Turks by Japanese scholars such as Moribe, who 
has elucidated that those people played important politico-military roles 
in the history of Tang and Post-Tang China (Cf. Moriyasu 2008: 13 ff.). 
La Vaissière, also referring to such circumstances, by the term “Turco-
sogdian mileux,” points out the same kind of hybridization in the Sogdian 
frontier adjoining the nomadic area (la Vaissière 2005: Chap. 7). There-
fore, recent scholarship in this field has illuminated that the broad activi-
ties of Iranian people mingled with Turks played significant rolls both in 
the political and military affairs of a considerably wide area in Eurasia 
from the 7th century.

The Zhejie/chΣkar in the Chinese sources have been discussed so far 
as chiefly related to An Lushan’s army. La Vaissière (2007: 79) supposes 
that the chΣkars in the Tang army who were rewarded by the Emperor in 
759 (Cefu Yuangui Vol. 976, p. 11461) were those who surrendered them-
selves to the Tang after the murder of An Qingxu by Shi Siming (史思
明). Yutaka Yoshida recently has pointed out that the chΣkar mentioned 
in the poetry of Dufu (杜甫) (Quantangshi [全唐詩] Vol. 225, No. 12) to-
gether with Huamen ( ), which means the Uighurs, were the original 
reinforcements to the Tang army coming from areas in the Western Re-
gion, such as FarghΣna, and it was they whom the Emperor honored in 
759 (Yoshida 2007: 53–54 & n. 21).23) Yoshida is right, as it seems more 
plausible to consider that the same kind of soldiers were also enlisted in 
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the Tang army. Before the revolt, An Lushan himself was a Military Com-
missioner of the Tang, which means that the recruitment of chΣkars, i.e., 
mercenaries, as their private forces was not completely new to the Tang 
military system. Moreover, following Tanigawa in regarding those private 
mercenaries as the core of An Lushan’s army, it is quite understandable if 
the Tang, who had witnessed the formidable strength of that troop, tried 
to take countermeasures. The request for aid to the Uighurs and the levy 
in the Western Region was nothing but that. The recruitment of Central 
Asian chΣkars could be reasonably assumed to be one of their intensions, 
and it is highly probable that the soldiers from FarghΣna included such 
people. According to la Vaissière, not only Sogdians but also Turks and 
Sogdian-turks were included in the Sogdian chΣkar, from which we can 
deduce that when the Tang tried to compose the troops to oppose to 
the yelouhe/chΣkar, the resources were sought within various kinds of peo-
ple. Therefore, those rebels and ghulΣts who had been repelled from the 
‘AbbΣsid territory and had fled to MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr, could have arrived 
in China as a component of those mercenaries and could have been des-
ignated as chΣkar (Cf. Nakata 2007: 50, 64, n. 36).

5. Muslim ancestors ?

Finally, the supposition that those Arabs were the remote ancestors 
of Chinenes Muslims is to be examined. According to Yang Huaizhong, 
the mixed army of the Uighurs, Arabs, and others was stationed at Sh-
ayuan, which may have been located to the south of present Dali (大 ) 
prefecture of Shanxi province. This Shayuan was the grazing ground of 
the Emperor’s horses. Those soldiers settled there, cultivating and pastur-
ing. The Uighurs were not Muslims at that time, however, the religion 
was spread among them by the Arabs residing together with them. In the 
Ming period, this region became a large settlement of Chinese Muslims 
and the center of Islamic studies in China. The famous Hu Dengzhou (胡
登州) was also from this area (Yang 1982: 118–120). However, the related 
accounts of Jiu Tangshu (Vol. 195, p. 5199) and Zizhi Tongjian (Vol. 220, pp. 
7043–7044) read that the army of the Uighurs was stationed at Shayuan 
while the Yabghu took a temporal leave from Changan. There is no men-
tion of the Arabs army here, nor in any other sources.24) Yang supposes 
that the Arabs were also stationed at Shayuan with the Uighurs but only 
the name of the latter was mentioned as they were the main body of the 
troop. He quotes the description of KΣmil Ayad, which is as follows:
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 When the An-Shi Rebellion broke out, the Emperor of the Tang re-
quested the Arab Empire for aid. The latter supported the Tang by 
sending an army. After the revolt was suppressed, the Emperor al-
lowed those soldiers to reside in Changan as a reward for their help. 
He married them with Chinese ladies and constructed Islamic tem-
ples (淸眞寺) in 762 (the first year of Baoying). (Ayad 1958: 49)

The supposition of Yang Huaizhong seems to be constructed combining 
this description with the toponym Shayuan and with Shanxi province as a 
center for Chinese Islam during and after the Ming period. However, the 
sources of Ayad were probably the texts called Huihui Yuanlai (回回元來) 
and Xilai Zongpu (西來 譜) respectively, which have been criticized in de-
tail for their fictitiousness by Tasaka (1964: 198–199, 349). According to 
Tasaka, the Huihui Yuanlai was composed in the Kangxi (康煕) era of the 
Qing (1661–1722), and the Xilai Zongpu in the Guangxu (光緖) era (1875–
1908). The story about the origin of Chinese Islam found in those texts is 
as follows: In the second year of Zhenguan (628), Emperor Taizong (太  ) 
saw in his dream the figure of the Muslims with turbans on their heads. 
The Emperor heard the prediction that those people would save the Tang 
when a great hardship came. He dispatched retainers to seek a friend-
ship with them. After the negotiation, they chose three thousand Chinese 
soldiers to emigrate to the west, and invited three thousand Hui soldiers 
to China to immigrate and settle. At that time, only eight hundred Hui 
soldiers could immigrate, however, when the An-Shi Rebellion broke out, 
an additional three thousand Hui people came to aid the dynasty, with 
whose support, the Tang could settle the revolt. An Islamic temple was 
constructed in Changan for them. Those Hui people settled down and 
were married with three thousand Chinese women.25)

As is obvious, the story that the dream of Taizong was the cause of 
the coming of Islam to China is a mere adaptation from the story about 
the first coming of Buddhism to China in the reign of Mingdi (明帝) of the 
Late Han, in which Mingdi also dreamed of the figure of a golden person. 
Given that the description of Ayad is, as Tasaka criticized, based on these 
questionable texts of a much later period, the plausibility of the story 
about “the Arab settlement in Shayuan” is all the more to be questioned.

As far as we know now, the presence of Islam in the Shanxi region 
can date back to the Yuan period at best. The real introduction of the 
Islam to this region began when Sayyid Ajall Shams al-D∏n, who is also 
famous for laying the foundation of the Muslim community in Yunnan (雲
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南), became the governor there in the 1260’s (Cf. Yang Yongchang 1982: 
44–45). The process was accelerated when ≠nanda the king of Anxi con-
verted to Islam in 1280. Until he was executed in 1331, a considerable 
number of converts appeared in the Changan region (Tasaka 1964: 626–
632). The famous inscription of the Great Mosque of Xian (西安) says that 
the Mosque was constructed in the first year of Tianbao (742). However, 
Kuwabara examined the content of the inscription and concluded that 
the inscription was composed in the Ming period, and, as far as is known 
from the sources such as the inscription of Zhongyan-si temple (重巖寺) 
in the Yongxing (永興) prefecture by Shu Yuanyu (舒元輿) and Changanzhi 
(長安志 The history of Changan) by Song Minqiu (宋敏求) of the Song pe-
riod, there could not be any explicitly Islamic temple in Changan in the 
Tang period (Kuwabara 1968: 425–437).

Needless to say, the possibility of a settlement by the Arabs in China 
in the Tang period can not be excluded.26) However, even if it did exist, 
the number of those settlers might not have been large. Moreover, it is 
rather probable that the Arabs, or Dashi, who came to China at that time 
were not those who held the “orthodox” Islam. There would have been 
a wide variety of faiths among those people, some of whom would have 
been the ghulΣts of Sh∏‘a, while others could have had some kind of anti-
Islamic tendencies influenced by the Mazdean and/or Mazdakite beliefs, 
refusing Islamic practices such as prayer, fasting, and pilgrimage while 
approving the polyandry. If such people really settled in China, the later 
history of them and their descendants may be another interesting subject 
to investigate, though there seems to be little trace of them.

Notes

1) The original Japanese version of this paper was published in 2001 (Inaba 
2001). Since then, a lot of important researches on the activities of Sogdians, 
Turks, and Sogdian-turks in Central Asia have come out, combining newly 
discovered materials with new interpretations of known materials. Thanks 
to those studies, which are to be mentioned in this paper, a completely new 
perspective on the study of not only Central Asia, but also of East Asia and 
West Asia has been opened out. Based on the new knowledge and percep-
tions provided by those studies, the necessary corrections and revisions 
have been made to the older version. However, the synopsis has not been 
changed.

2) As to the general description of this rebellion, see Tanigawa 1954: 78–80; 
Pulleyblank 1955. Takao Moriyasu depicts the rebellion from the viewpoint 
of the Uighurs, whose reinforcement of the Tang was decisive for the con-
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sequence of the rebellion (Moriyasu 2002). Yutaka Moribe neatly gives a 
summary of previous scholarship on the rebellion (Moribe 2010: 10–18), 
as well as opening out a new perspective on the history of the northwestern 
frontier of China up to the 10th century. Étienne de la Vaissière and Éric 
Tronbert describe the rebellion within the broader context of migrations 
and integration of the Iranian people in China (la Vaissière & Trombert 
2004: 961–963).

3) In general, Dashi in the Chinese sources is applied to the Arabs and/or Mus-
lims. Nevertheless, there was some shifting in whom the word referred to 
according to the period, the character of the literature, and the contexts of 
the events described. For instance, Takafumi Shirota points out that Dashi in 
Liaoshi (遼史 The History of Liao) is applied exclusively to the Qara Khanids 
(Shirota 1992). Be that as it may, as for the Tang period, especially for the 
eighth century, it was well understood that Dashi were the people who had 
defeated the Bosi (波斯)/Persians, as the sources such as Jiu Tangshu, Xin 
Tangshu, and Tang Huiyao explicitly describe them. However, as Jonathan 
N. Lipman has noted that Bosi in this period could be applied to the non-
Muslim Persians in many cases (Lipman 1997: 25, n.6), it may be appropri-
ate to consider Dashi in the Tang period as meaning the Arab Muslims and/
or Muslim people from the West.

4) As a matter of fact, the Prince of Guangpin was designated as Grand Mar-
shal on the ninth month of the first year of Zhide (October, 756) (Cf. Zizhi 
Tongjan Vol. 218, pp. 6995–6996).

5) wu 戊 in the text.
6) The general descriptions on the “revolution” and the circumstances in 

KhurΣsΣn are found in Daniel 1979; Shaban 1970: 138–168; Amabe 1995: 
31–104. There are still arguments concerning the character of the “revolu-
tion,” and new studies are being published. Those which were published 
in the 1980’s and 90’s are reviewed by Daniel (1997). Karev also gives a 
summary of previous studies (Karev 2002). As to the new interpretation by 
Parvaneh Pourshariati on the initial stage of the “revolution” (Pourshariati 
2008: 414 ff.), the present author is not competent to pronounce on the pro-
priety of her remarkably new view on the history of the Sasanian dynasty, 
on which her interpretation of the “revolution” is based. On this, see also 
Gyselen 2009.

7) According to JΩhei Shimada, the names of fifteen thousand Arab muqΣtilas 
in KhurΣsΣn were deleted from the payroll (d∏wΣn) when they lost the will to 
fight against the invading Türgish in 724 (Shimada 1977: 136–138). Some 
of them revolted against the Caliph supporting H. Σrith b. Sulayj in 734. The 
rest might have been settled in KhurΣsΣn as peasants.

8) Daniel considers that this obscurity was intentionally produced by Abπ 
Muslim himself for gaining support from Iranian dihqΣns as well as from the 
lower class people (Daniel 1979: 104).

9) Karev (2002: 16–17) rightly criticizes the assertion that the anti-‘AbbΣsid 
movement was dominant in MΣ warΣ’ al-nahr at that time, by drawing atten-
tion to the fact that each revolt had its own aim and initiator. Thus, here the 
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term “anti-‘AbbΣsid revolt” is used to generally describe the revolt which 
was eventually suppressed by the ‘AbbΣsids.

10) As for the term “ghulΣt,” see Hodgson (EI2, “GHUL≠T”); Babayan 2002: 
xv–xxxviii, lii, n.38.

11) The movements connected with pre-Islamic Iranian religions, such as Maz-
daeism, Manichaeism, and Mazdakism/Khurramd∏n, have been generally 
described by Browne (1977: I, 308–336) and Amoretti (1975). Madelung 
(1988: 8; EI2, “KHURRAMIYYA”) describes that the da‘wa of Abπ Muslim 
gained numerous Mazdakite/Khurram∏ya adherents, who after the death of 
Abπ Muslim rose in revolt.

12) al-B∏rπn∏ relates that Muqanna‘ made the laws and customs established by 
Mazdak obligatory for his adherents (Sachau 1984: 194). Niz.Σm al-Mulk 
tells that, even in the time of the Samanids, there were frequent insurgences 
by the people called muqanna‘∏ in FarghΣna, who considered polyandry, 
drinking, and consanguineous marriage as lawful, but prayer, fasting, zakΣt, 
pilgrimage, and ghazΣ as prohibited (Niz.Σm al-Mulk: 304).

13) As to the details of the Muqanna‘s revolt, see, for instance, Daniel 1979: 
137–147.

14) In the account of Gard∏z∏, the sep∏d jΣmegΣn who murdered Abπ DΣ’ud was 
led by a certain Sa‘∏d JπlΣh. Though it is not known if there is any relation 
between this Sa‘∏d and Ish.Σq, both of them were active around 757.

15) However, it should be remarked that la Vaissière, referring to L. Petech, 
considers this Xieduo Hemi to be reconstructed as “ZiyΣd am∏r,” that is, 
ZiyΣd b. S.Σlih. , which is phonetically closer to the Chinese transcription (la 
Vaissière 2007: 55, n.139).

16) The copper coin of al-Muqanna‘, found by Boris Kochnev in the Hermitage, 
has a legend on the reverse, which relates that the coin was issued by the 
order of HΣshim (al-Muqanna‘), wal∏ of Abπ Muslim (Kochnev 2001).

17) See the commentary to Zizhi Tongjian by Hu Sansheng (胡三省).
18) For instance, Suzong is said to have promised the Uighurs that while the real 

estates and male population belong to the Tang, the Uighurs can put their 
hands on the movable properties and women (Zizhi Tongjian Vol. 220, p. 
7034).

19) In the 720’s, Huichao records the two kingdoms in FarghΣna; one to the 
south of the River (Syr Darya), belonging to the Arabs and the other to the 
north, belonging to the Turks (Kuwayama 1992: 24, 43, 173).

20) The series of events which finally led to the battle is throughly examined in 
Beckwith (1987: 108–142) and Karev (2002).

21) Beckwith reconstructs the states of affairs in Central Asia as follows: At the 
beginning of 750 there arose a conflict between FarghΣna and Tashkent. 
Opposing to Arsïlan Tarqan, the Ikhsh∏d of FarghΣna, who was supported 
by the Tang, the Türgish provided an aid to the king of Tashkent. Also the 
king of Khut.t.al who had been attacked by Abπ DΣ’ud, the Arab governor 
of Balkh, could have lent support to FarghΣna (Beckwith 1987: 137–138).

22) The prompt response of the Arabs is also perceived from the accounts of 
Zizhi Tongjian (Vols. 218, 219) cited above. The source records the request of 
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the Emperor for reinforcements in October, 756, while it reports the news of 
the arrival of the armies from Anxi, Beiding, FarghΣna, and Dashi at Liang-
zhou and Shanshan in the beginning of February, 757. This means that the 
Arabs came up to Lianzhou and Shanshan within four months.

23) This verse was read when the Emperor’s army led by the Grand Marshal 
was about to attack Changan in 757 (Nakata 2007: 50).

24) On the other hand, the Arabs were apparently in the army which advanced 
to Luoyang after capturing Changan (see the account of Cefu Yuangui Vol. 
973 quoted above).

25) An abridged English translation from the Huihui Yuanlai is found in Lipman 
1997: 24–25. In the beginning of this decade, various booklets concerning 
the Islamic religion were distributed in the mosques in Xinjiang, among 
which was a small book entitled Tang wang tang dao (唐王談道 The Tang Em-
peror talks about the right path). This is just a reproduction of the story found in 
Huihui Yuanlai, which means that the story about the first coming of Islam to 
China in the Tang period is still popular among the Chinese Muslims.

26) As a matter of fact, several sources mention the small colonies of Arab trad-
ers at the port cities in southern China in the Tang period. Cf. Lipman 1997: 
25–29. However, the coming of Muslims to China should not be confound-
ed with the coming of Islam to China.
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